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ABSTRACT
Depending on energy sources and demand, the carbon intensity of
the public power grid fluctuates over time. Exploiting this variability
is an important factor in reducing the emissions caused by data
centers. However, regional differences in the availability of low-
carbon energy sourcesmake it hard to provide general best practices
for when to consume electricity. Moreover, existing research in this
domain focuses mostly on carbon-aware workload migration across
geo-distributed data centers, or addresses demand response purely
from the perspective of power grid stability and costs.

In this paper, we examine the potential impact of shifting com-
putational workloads towards times where the energy supply is
expected to be less carbon-intensive. To this end, we identify char-
acteristics of delay-tolerant workloads and analyze the potential
for temporal workload shifting in Germany, Great Britain, France,
and California over the year 2020. Furthermore, we experimentally
evaluate two workload shifting scenarios in a simulation to investi-
gate the influence of time constraints, scheduling strategies, and
the accuracy of carbon intensity forecasts. To accelerate research
in the domain of carbon-aware computing and to support the eval-
uation of novel scheduling algorithms, our simulation framework
and datasets are publicly available.
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• Social and professional topics→ Sustainability; • Software
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1 INTRODUCTION
Reducing the energy demand of data centers is a major concern
of research and industry alike, as it is a key driver of operational
expenses and largely determines the carbon footprint of cloud
computing. The extent of these efforts is most evident in the fact
that data center energy consumption has grown at a much slower
rate over the past decade than previously assumed [40]. This suc-
cess can be attributed to technological advances such as improved
processor and storage-drive efficiency on the one side, but even
more importantly to the steady shift of cloud computing towards
highly energy-optimized hyperscale data centers [14] that already
account for roughly 50 % of all compute instances [40]. Despite all
the efficiency gains, data centers worldwide consumed an estimated
205 TWh of electricity in 2018, which amounts to approximately
1 % of global energy consumption, and demand is expected to rise
further in the future [40].

IT industry and public cloud providers are pushing towards re-
ducing their impact on the climate, reinforced by a global initiative

workload workload
shift by 

time t low CO2high CO2

Figure 1: Power consumption, emission rate, and resulting
carbon intensity in Germany, June 10-13. Scheduling work-
loads at times when the carbon intensity is expected to be
low, can reduce the carbon footprint of data centers.
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to implement carbon pricing mechanisms, such as emission trading
systems (ETS) or carbon taxes [4]. However, when targeting the
carbon footprint of data centers, not only the amount of energy
consumed is important, but also the energy sources. For example,
Google plans to operate their data centers solely on carbon-free
energy by 2030 [44]. This commitment is much more extensive than
what other companies tout as "carbon-free", which often only in-
volves purchasing green power and offsetting their emissions. True
carbon-free operation, on the other hand, is very hard to achieve:
Given the variable nature of many renewable energy sources, such
as solar and wind, operators must not only invest in energy stor-
age systems, but also manage their demand adaptively to consume
energy when and where it is emitting the least CO21.

Energy sources used for electricity production vary highly in
different regions, at different seasons, and at different hours of the
day. This variability depends on many factors, such as weather
and climate, the installed capacity of different energy sources in a
region, as well as energy imports from neighboring regions. The
goal of this paper is to investigate the potential impact of shifting
delay-tolerant data center workloads towards times where the grid
is expected to provide clean energy, as exemplary illustrated in
Figure 1. To clearly state the boundaries of our research we note
that

• the aim of this work is not to save energy but to consume
energy at times, where it is generated by low-carbon sources.

• we aim at exploiting the fluctuation of carbon intensity in
the public power grid and do not address the integration of
local power generation that provides the data center with
its own energy.

• we observe the potential of rescheduling on the time di-
mension. We do not consider any forms of load migration
between geo-distributed data centers.

Although temporal workload shifting is already finding its way
to production environments [47], existing work in the domain of
carbon-aware scheduling mostly focuses on either the integration
of renewable on-site or off-site installations [2, 3, 17, 20, 21, 34,
36, 36, 64, 67] or on geo-distributed load migration [41, 65, 66].
Research in the domain of data center demand management, which
often utilizes load-shifting techniques, does not consider the caused
carbon emissions but only addresses grid stability and energy prices
[5, 13, 31, 37]. The practicability of temporal load-shifting with the
goal to consume cleaner energy from the public power grid has
only recently been demonstrated by Google’s Carbon-Intelligent
Computing System [48] (CICS). However, there does not yet exist
any publicly available insights on the potential and theoretical
limitations of this approach.

1Albeit being the most prominent source of global warming, carbon dioxide (CO2)
is not the only gas responsible for climate change. Hence, to provide a common scale
for describing all greenhouse gases, a popular unit of measurement is the so called
carbon dioxide equivalent, often abbreviated as CO2eq. For any gas it is defined as the
amount of CO2 that would be needed to warm the earth equivalently. For simplicity,
in this article we refer to CO2eq when talking about CO2 or carbon emissions.

Addressing this gap, we make the following contributions:
• we identify and categorize different characteristics of time-
shiftable workloads in data centers.

• we define a methodology for estimating the regional carbon
intensity of the public power grid using electricity produc-
tion and inter-regional power flow data.

• we analyze the carbon-saving potential of temporal work-
load shifting in four regions, namely Germany, Great Britain,
France, and California.

• we experimentally evaluate two scenarios via simulation, ex-
amining the impact of time constraints, scheduling strategies,
and the accuracy of forecasts.

• we make all data sets and code used for the analysis and
experiments of this paper publicly available2.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
discusses different characteristics of time-shiftable workloads. Sec-
tion 3 explains our methodology for the following analysis and
evaluation. Section 4 analyzes the theoretical potential for temporal
workload shifting in four different regions. Section 5 experimentally
evaluates two selected workload shifting scenarios via simulation.
Section 6 reviews the related work. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 SHIFTABLE WORKLOADS
The most important properties for determining a workload’s shift-
ing potential are its time constraints. While many workloads are
expected to be finished as soon as possible, others may be subject to
a degree of flexibility. However, there are further properties, such as
duration, execution time, and interruptibility, can have a substantial
impact on whether and how a workload can be shifted in time. This
section categorizes workloads based on these characteristics. The
characteristics are experimentally evaluated regarding their impact
in Section 5. The terms workload and job are used interchangeably
in this and the following sections.

2.1 Duration
While there is no consistent terminology, analyses of large clus-
ter traces [24, 39, 49, 56] broadly categorize workloads into short-
running, long-running, and continuously running.

2.1.1 Short-Running Workloads. Workloads executed in data cen-
ters are predominantly short-running. An analysis has shown, that
the majority of jobs in the Google cluster traces of 2011 last only a
few minutes [49]. Similar findings were made on Alibaba cluster
traces, where more than 90 % of batch jobs run less than 15 minutes
[39], and are more likely to be deferred or evicted due to low priority
levels [24]. The shifting potential of such workloads highly depends
on their time constraints. Most short-running workloads, such as
Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) executions [52] or CI/CD runs [25],
are expected to be finished in a timely manner. Even when delays
of a few hours are tolerable, the expected potential for shifting
is comparably small, as carbon intensity usually does not change
quickly in large electrical grids. However, some batch jobs, such as
nightly backups, may be accompanied by service-level agreements
(SLAs) that allow for greater flexibility regarding the execution
time. In these cases, the relative shifting potential is very high since

2Github: https://github.com/dos-group/lets-wait-awhile
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the entire job can be moved to times of lower carbon intensity, and
not only parts of it.

2.1.2 Long-Running Workloads. Analyses of Google cluster traces
reveal that while only 7% of all workloads run at production pri-
ority, a majority of these jobs are long-running [49]. Thus, the
resource and memory consumption of all jobs entail a heavy-tailed
distribution, where a small portion of jobs consumes most of the
resources [49, 56]. Moreover, as shown on Alibaba cluster traces,
long-running and prioritized workloads are likely to request signif-
icantly more resources and memory than they actually utilize [39].
For our paper, we define long-running workloads to have runtimes
of up to several days. General examples for such jobs are machine
learning trainings, scientific simulations, or big data analysis jobs.
These workloads bear a notable absolute shifting potential since
they are often very energy-intensive. Moreover, it is often humans
that rely on their results to take further action. So, in practice, in
many cases it makes no difference whether the issued job is finished
in the middle of the night or the following morning. This flexibility
can be exploited by shifting workloads without interfering with
the user’s workflow.

2.1.3 Continuously RunningWorkloads. Many computational work-
loads, like user-facing APIs, effectively run indefinitely by design
and cannot be interrupted. Apart from these so called continuous
services, there exist other computationally intensive workloads
such as blockchain mining, protein folding, brute force attacks, or
very long-running scientific simulations, that execute over weeks
and months, or do not have any defined end date. As an example,
2000 jobs of the Google cluster traces from 2011 run for the entire
trace period of 30 days [49].

Although blockchain mining in particular has received great
attention for its immense power consumption [32, 35], we do not
consider these workloads as shiftable in this paper, as they have no
deadline or a deadline very far in the future. This paper only covers
workloads up to several days, as real carbon intensity forecasts are
based on weather and electricity demand forecasts which also only
extend a few days into the future [7, 8, 38].

2.2 Execution Time
The expected execution time of a workload and how strictly it
should be enforced are important aspects in determining its shifting
potential. We therefore elaborate two categories of execution time
that are illustrated in Figure 2.

2.2.1 Ad Hoc Workloads. A large number of workloads, short- and
long-running, are issued in an ad hoc manner. Although some of
them might follow a certain distribution which can be estimated
by time series forecasting, it is not known upfront when exactly
a specific job will be issued. Examples are again FaaS executions,
CI/CD runs, machine learning trainings, and other jobs triggered
by external events or issued by users for direct execution. The
shifting potential of such workloads is limited to the future. In
other words, only once a job is issued the scheduler can decide
whether to execute the job immediately, or to postpone it under
consideration of its time constrains.

ad hoc
workload

scheduled
workload

shiftable in the future

shiftable in future and past

Figure 2: Scheduled workloads can potentially be shifted in
both directions of time, while ad hoc workloads can only be
deferred into the future.

2.2.2 Scheduled Workloads. We define scheduled workloads to be
workloads that are planned to execute at a future point in time.
Prominent examples are periodically scheduled batch jobs such
as nightly integration test suits, nightly builds, periodic backups,
updates of search indices in databases, and auto-generated reports.
According to related work, a large number of jobs are recurring at
fixed intervals. For example, when comparing the Google cluster
traces from 2011 to the traces of 2019, it can be observed that the
workload mix changed towards scheduled batch jobs while the
scheduling rate increased significantly [56]. At Microsoft, periodic
batch jobs have been reported to make up 60% of processing on
large clusters [27]. More than 40% of these jobs run on a daily
basis, while other frequently used periods are fifteen minutes, an
hour, and twelve hours. Another study revealed that recurring jobs
make up roughly 40% of the jobs as well as cluster hours on all
production clusters used for Microsoft’s Bing service [1].

Scheduled workloads can, depending on their time constraints,
be shifted in both directions in time. For example, a nightly job
which is usually executed periodically at 1 am, could also be sched-
uled at a more flexible time window between 23 pm and 3 am.

2.3 Interruptibility
While certain workloads incorporate checkpoint mechanisms or
store intermediate results and can thus be paused and resumed at
a later point in time, other workloads must be executed without
interruption. As the interruptibility of workloads can be exploited
by carbon-aware schedulers as depicted in Figure 3, to better align

workload
Is my workload 

interruptible?

low
CO2

low
CO2

low
CO2

Figure 3: Interruptible workloads can be divided into chunks
and scheduled separately.
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Table 1: Carbon intensity of different energy sources according to [42].

Energy Source Biopower Solar
Energy

Geothermal
Energy Hydropower Wind

Energy
Nuclear
Energy

Natural
Gas Oil Coal

gCO2/kWh 18 46 45 4 12 16 469 840 1001

the load to times of low-carbon energy, we categorize workloads
according to their interruptibility.

2.3.1 Interruptible Workloads. The possibility of pausing and re-
suming jobs is frequently seen in long-running workloads. Promi-
nent examples are iterative machine learning trainings or discrete-
event simulations, which often periodically write checkpoints for
later analyses, resumption from earlier states, and error handling.
By using such checkpoint mechanisms and state handling, it is
possible to interrupt and resume workloads at a later point in
time [18, 51]. Further examples of interruptible workloads include
jobs that consist of many smaller tasks, like the generation of
monthly business reports for different clients. As the carbon in-
tensity of large, interconnected regions does usually not change
with high frequency, it is not meaningful to split workloads in very
small chunks. From this follows that the overhead, which arises
when stopping and starting jobs, can often be neglected.

2.3.2 Non-Interruptible Workloads. Other workloads cannot be
interrupted or interrupting them is not practical because the energy
cost of starting and stopping the work outweighs the expected
benefit. Examples include certain CI/CD or compile jobs that often
run in freshly created, encapsulated environments which need
a significant amount of time for setup and tear-down. Database
migrations and backups are usually required to execute in one go to
avoid data inconsistencies. Additionally, many test suits cannot be
interrupted by design, for example, when they test a system under
load. Non-interruptible workloads always have to be scheduled in
one consecutive period and are, hence, less flexible when it comes
to avoiding local maxima in carbon intensity.

3 REGIONAL CARBON INTENSITY
This section describes our methodology for selecting the analyzed
regions, collecting data, and calculating the average carbon inten-
sity of regions over time. As we want to publish all used datasets,
we did not use commercially available data such as offered by ser-
vices like electricityMap3. All following analyses and experiments
base on the data described in this section.

3.1 Region Selection
Our analysis covers four different regions: Germany, Great Britain,
France, and California. Regions were selected by the following three
criteria:

(1) Representativeness: To represent relevant locations for data
center operation, we only chose regions in which the three
biggest public cloud providers - AWS, Microsoft Azure, and
Google Cloud - offer regions or availability zones, or have
publicly announced plans to launch operations in the near
future.

3electricitymap.org, accessed 2021-09-21

(2) Availability of data: For our analysis we require access to
each region’s electricity production data by energy source
with at least hourly reporting interval for the entire year
2020.

(3) Regional diversity: Selected regions should have different
characteristics regarding types and extent of utilized energy
sources as well as geographic location, to represent a diverse
spectrum of regional differences.

Unfortunately, the second criteria eliminates many candidate
regions because the availability of open access data on electricity
production by energy source is limited. We would have liked to
include regions from the southern hemisphere and emerging mar-
kets such as Brasil, South Africa, India, Korea, Japan, or Australia.
However, for none of these regions it is currently possible to access
historical data in the quality required for this study. Consequently,
Criteria (3) is only fulfilled partially: While our selected regions do
have diverse characteristics, all are located in Europe or the US.

3.2 Carbon Intensity of Energy Sources
The carbon intensity (gCO2/kWh) of an energy source describes
the amount of carbon emitted per kWh of electricity produced.
There exist numerous studies on the carbon intensity of different
energy sources that use slightly varying methodologies and base
their estimates on different data. We base our research on carbon
intensity estimates that take into account the whole life-cycle of
energy sources. In particular we use the data from a comprehensive
IPCC literature review that determined the median carbon intensity
value stated by hundreds of different studies [42]. The values are
presented in Table 1.

3.3 Carbon Intensity of Regions
To better represent the carbon emissions data centers cause by con-
suming energy, additionally to regional energy production we also

Germany
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Great Britain
France
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Figure 4: Distribution of carbon intensity values in the four
observed regions in 2020.
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Figure 5: Daily mean carbon intensity of Germany, Great Britain, France and California by month. Since all regions are located
in the northern hemisphere and therefore exhibit similar seasonal patterns, we use the same cyclic colormap to illustrate the
differences between winter (solid lines) and summer months (dashed lines).

consider cross-regional flows of energy. The most precise method
for this so called consumption-based accounting is to calculate
the carbon intensity of all neighboring regions and to apply flow
tracing in order to resemble the underlying physics of the power
grid [57]. Since detailed energy generation data is not available for
many regions and cross-border flows usually do not amount to a
large fraction of the available power, we use a simplified method
and only consider the yearly average of the neighboring regions to
weight their contribution.

We define the average carbon intensity of a region 𝐶𝑡 at time 𝑡
by weighting the power generation 𝑃𝑔,𝑡 of each energy source
𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 by its respective carbon intensity 𝑐𝑠 . As explained above, we
additionally weight each energy import from neighboring regions
𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 by the average carbon intensity of that region 𝑐𝑟 . The resulting
sum is divided by the sum of all generated and imported electricity:

𝐶𝑡 =

𝑆∑
𝑠=1

𝑃𝑠,𝑡 𝑐𝑠 +
𝑅∑
𝑟=1

𝑃𝑟,𝑡 𝑐𝑟

𝑆∑
𝑠=1

𝑃𝑠,𝑡 +
𝑅∑
𝑟=1

𝑃𝑟,𝑡

For our analysis we consider the entire year 2020. The electric-
ity production and cross-border flow data for all three European
regions were retrieved via the ENTSO-E (European Network of
Transmission System Operators for Electricity) API4. Data from the
California region were retrieved via CAISO (California Independent
System Operator)5. All data were adjusted to a common resolution
of 30 minutes. For electricity production, we mapped the returned
energy sources to the categories stated in Table 1. For cross-border
flows, we used the yearly average carbon intensity of neighboring
regions for 2020 [10].

3.4 Average vs. Marginal Carbon Intensity
Our methodology calculates the average carbon intensity of regions,
namely their current electricity mix weighted by the carbon inten-
sity of energy sources. A signal that captures the cause-effect rela-
tionship of load shifting even better is themarginal carbon intensity,
which describes the carbon emissions of the energy source respon-
sible for generating additionally requested electricity at given point
in time.

4https://transparency.entsoe.eu, accessed 2021-09-21
5http://www.caiso.com, accessed 2021-09-21

Unfortunately, in practice it is very hard to identify this marginal
energy source, as the decision of a power supplier to scale their
production up or down is not centralized but usually incentivized
via electricity prices. Additionally, this decision depends on a variety
of further factors such as forecasted weather and demand as well as
expected surplus or demand in neighboring regions. For this reason,
there exist only probability-based methods to compute marginal
carbon intensity whose results fluctuate depending on the region
and time of day [33]. After reviewing marginal data provided by
electricityMap, we consider marginal carbon intensity to be no
practical signal for demand management at this point due to high
uncertainties. This assumption is supported by Google’s CICS, that
also uses the average carbon intensity as an indicator for their load
shifting efforts.

4 ANALYSIS OF THEORETICAL POTENTIAL
We examine the energy mix and resulting carbon intensity over
time in Germany, Great Britain, France, and California throughout
the year 2020. This section aims at identifying patterns in this data
that can be exploited by temporal workloads shifting.

4.1 Region Analysis
In the following, the properties and peculiarities of the energy mix
in the four selected regions as well as the statistical moments of
their resulting carbon intensity are described. The distribution of
carbon intensity values is displayed in Figure 4. The average carbon
intensity throughout a day is presented in Figure 5 for each month
and region.

4.1.1 Germany. Due to the wide adoption of wind (24.7%) and
solar power (8.3 %), one third of the German electricity production
comes from highly variable, renewable sources. On the other hand,
the remaining electricity mix is disproportionately dirty, as it is
largely generated by burning lignite and black coal (22.8 %) as well
as fossil gas (11.3%). This discrepancy translates into both, the
highest mean carbon intensity of 311.4 gCO2/kWh across all ob-
served regions, as well as highest variation of values, reaching from
100.7 to 593.1 gCO2/kWh. The mean daily carbon intensity varies
greatly over the year with a difference of up to 100 %. However, the
inner-daily variance remains approximately equal regardless of the
season. We observe that energy is usually the cleanest during mid
day, when most solar energy is available, and around 2 am, when

https://transparency.entsoe.eu
http://www.caiso.com
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electricity demand is generally low and fossil fuel power plants are
throttled back.

4.1.2 Great Britain. Great Britain relies mainly on burning fossil
gas (37.4%), wind power (20.6%) and nuclear energy (18.4%). It
has a comparably diverse energy mix and only roughly 8.7% of
the consumed energy is imported. The mean carbon intensity of
211.9 gCO2/kWh and standard deviation are considerably lower
than in Germany and stays approximately equal over the year.
The inner-daily variance is higher in the winter months. Like in
Germany, the carbon intensity is the cleanest during night time.
However, due to the lower deployment of solar energy, carbon
intensity does not drop as significantly during daylight hours.

4.1.3 France. The French energy mix comprises 69.0 % of nuclear
power and 8.6% of hydropower. Both of these energy sources are
characterized by very low carbon emissions and low variability.
Only a little more than 10% of the electricity stems from variable
renewable sources like wind and sun. As a result, the French power
grid’s carbon intensity is not only very low throughout the entire
year, with a mean of 56.3 gCO2/kWh, but also very steady. Likewise,
the inner-daily variance is comparably low.

4.1.4 California. California generates 13.4 % of its total electricity
from solar power - in the period between 8 am and 4 pm even
30.9 %. On the other hand, one third of the electricity comes from
fossil gas and more than one quarter of the energy is imported
from neighbouring states that have a comparably dirty energy
mix. As a result the mean carbon intensity of 279.7 gCO2/kWh
is almost as high as in Germany, although the range of values is
more comparable to Great Britain. Nevertheless, Figure 5 shows
that California has very different characteristics than these regions.
Because of the large amount of solar energy, the length of the
low carbon intensity window during the day is strongly correlated
with the number of hours of sunshine in a given month. The mean
carbon intensity is generally lower in the summer months than in
the winter months.

4.2 Weekly Patterns
As some non-urgent workloads can be postponed by multiple days,
we first observe weekly seasonal patterns that can be exploited
as shown in Figure 6. We observe that the daily carbon inten-
sity behaves similar during workdays but has a clear drop during
weekends. For example, carbon intensity of an average workday in
Germany is 328.7 gCO2/kWh, the average value during weekends
is only 243.7 gCO2/kWh, which is a decrease of 25.9%. Likewise,
we can observe decreased carbon intensity on weekends in Great
Britain (20.7 %), France (22.2 %), and California (6.2 %).

This drop is caused by the decreased power demand on week-
ends which electricity providers respond to by mainly reducing
the amount of power produced by fossil fuels. For instance, on
average Germany produces 28.7 TW of energy on workdays and
only 21.2 TW on weekends. The fact that electricity is greener on
weekends across all observed regions suggests that shifting load to
weekends is a promising approach in general. However, as stated
above, it is limited to workloads with relaxed time constraints.
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Figure 6: Mean carbon intensity during a week. The confi-
dence interval describes the 95th percentile. Highlighted in
gray are the 24 hours with lowest carbon intensity, which
predominantly fall on the weekend across all regions.

4.3 Best Times of Day for Shifting
To identify the most promising times of day for shifting workloads,
we define the shifting potential 𝑝 (𝑡,𝑊 ) at time 𝑡 as follows:

𝑝 (𝑡,𝑊 ) = 𝐶𝑡 − min
∀𝑡 ′∈𝑊

𝐶𝑡 ′

where𝑊 describes the forecast window, namely the set of carbon
intensity data points following or preceding 𝑡 . Intuitively, this func-
tion describes by howmuch the carbon intensity could theoretically
be reduced when shifting a short-running workload at time 𝑡 for
up to𝑊 into the future or past. Shifting into the "past" is of course
only possible for workloads that are scheduled for future execution
(see Section 2.2). The carbon intensity of regions does usually not
change rapidly, nor is the signal very noisy. This is why searching
for the minimum value is a suitable metric here, as the chance of
optimizing for negative spikes in the signal noise is very low. The
presented metric only considers single data points, in other words
workloads of up to 30 minutes of length, and assumes we have
perfect forecast accuracy.

Figure 7 displays the shifting potential of all regions aggregated
by the time of day throughout the year for four different windows:
Shifting into the future and past by a maximum of two or eight
hours. When considering the first row, namely shifts of up to two
hours in the future, most regions exhibit little potential. An excep-
tion is California where there is a considerable shifting potential
before sunrise, when carbon intensity usually drops heavily. For ex-
ample, at 44 % of the days in 2020, the carbon intensity of workloads
scheduled at 6 am could be reduced by more than 80 gCO2/kWh if
instead scheduled between 6 am and 8 am. Scheduled workloads
can also be shifted in the opposite direction, as presented in the sec-
ond row. Again, California shows the highest potential by shifting
load from after to before sunset.

It becomes apparent that with bigger forecast window size the
potential for improvement increases substantially. However, the
optimal times for shifting differs highly in the observed regions.
In Germany, we observe two times of the day that show potential
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Figure 7: Potential for shifting workloads in the future (+) or past (-) at different times of the day and at two exemplary flexibility
windows; 2 hours and 8 hours. For instance, the plot in column 1, row 3 describes the potential of shifting workloads in Germany
by up to 8 hours into the future: The carbon intensity of 14 % of the workloads scheduled at 5 am could be reduced by at least
120 gCO2/kWh when instead scheduled between 5 am and 1 pm.

for load shifting at 8 hour windows: In the morning hours around
7 am before sunrise and around 6 pm, escaping the high-carbon
evening hours. Nevertheless, due to the high variability of energy
sources in Germany, such larger forecasts offer a certain potential
at virtually any time of day.

The potential for shifting workloads into the future during morn-
ing hours is considerably smaller in Great Britain, but comparably
big in the evening. In general, we can observe that there is almost
no potential in both directions during night time. As expected, there
is barely any load shifting potential in France, even at large forecast
windows. This is due to the already low carbon intensity and low
variability of values during a day. In California, the potential for
large forecast windows is very high during nighttime, due to the
steep drop in carbon intensity during daylight hours. Consequently,
workloads that are already scheduled during daytime, show little
to no potential.

The key finding from this analysis is that the potential for load
shifting into the future, which can be exploited by all shiftable
workloads, is generally highest in the early morning hours for
countries with a lot of solar power and in the evening hours for
countries that throttle their fossil fuel production at night. Load

shifting into the "past", which can only be exploited by future
scheduled workloads, holds just as much potential and can in most
cases complement load shifting into the future to attain potential
throughout most parts of the day.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
So far, we have analyzed the theoretical potential of temporal work-
load shifting. In this section, we evaluate two realistic load shifting
scenarios experimentally, examining the effects of time constraints,
scheduling strategies, and forecast errors. Since openly available
cloud computing data sets that contain information about the delay-
tolerance of workloads are not available, we created two scenar-
ios ourselves, featuring (1) short-running, periodically scheduled
jobs, and (2) long-running machine learning trainings based on the
StyleGAN2-ADA [28] paper. The experiments are simulated using
LEAF [62], an IT infrastructure simulator that enables high-level
modeling of energy consumption. The experimental setup com-
prises a single node, representing a data center, on which the jobs
are scheduled.
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5.1 Scenario I: Nightly Jobs
In the first scenario, we simulate a periodically scheduled job, such
as a nightly build, integration test, or database migration. We as-
sume these jobs to be delay-tolerant in most cases, meaning it does
not make a difference to the user when exactly the job is executed,
as long as it is outside of working and high-traffic hours. The aim
of this experiment is to investigate the carbon saving effect of
increasing the scheduling flexibility.

5.1.1 Experimental Setup. We simulate 366 periodically scheduled
jobs, one for each day of the entire year 2020, with a step size of 30
minutes. Likewise, each job takes 30minutes and is not interruptible.
In the baseline experiments, jobs are scheduled to always run at
1 am. For every region, we run 16more experiments, each increasing
the time window for scheduling jobs by 30 more minutes in both
directions. For example, the first shifting experiment executes all
jobs between 12:30 and 1:30 am, the second between 12 and 2 am,
and the last experiment schedules jobs between 5 pm and 9 am.

Since openly available, ready-to-use solutions for forecasting
grid carbon intensity across different regions are not available
(see Section 6.3), we added noise to the observed carbon intensity
timeline in order to simulate inaccurate forecasting results. We cal-
culated a mean absolute error of 10 for the 48-hour carbon intensity
forecast by National Grid ESO [8] for 2020, which is roughly 5 % of
its yearly mean. Based on this, we ran all experiments by applying
normally distributed noise with 𝜎 = 0.05 times the yearly mean
of the regional carbon intensity. The noise is independent of the
forecast length. Since predictions in this scenario are at most 16
hours, this error can be considered an upper limit. Additionally,
we repeated all experiments with optimal forecasts to investigate
on the impact of errors. All experiments with forecast errors were
repeated ten times and averaged.
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Figure 8: Average grid carbon intensity at job execution time.
With increasing flexibility, the achieved carbon savings in-
crease as well. The forecast error is 5 % in all experiments.
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window size and 5 % forecast error. Germany and California
shift heavily into morning hours, while Great Britain and
France distribute jobs more evenly during the night.

5.1.2 Results. Figure 8 displays the experimental results. We can
observe that relative to the baseline, carbon savings can be achieved
across all regions. The effects differ significantly depending on the
region and scheduling flexibility. For example, in France and Great
Britain we can already achieve savings of 3.0% and 4.3%, respec-
tively, when increasing the flexibility window by only ±2 hours.
However, when the window is further enlarged, little additional
savings are observed. For example, in France, the average grid car-
bon intensity used for powering the jobs could only be reduced by
4.1% when considering the ±8 hour window at 5% forecast error.
In Great Britain, we managed to save 7.4 % of carbon over the year
with these parameters.

Ai flexibility windows of up to ±4 hours, the resulting emissions
savings for Germany and California are almost negligible. However,
we observe a steep increase for windows starting at ±5 hours Even
when considering forecast errors, the German scenario emits 11.2 %
less carbon for the ±8 hour experiment. The forecast error has a
considerable impact on this result; carbon savings were more than
2 percentage points higher with optimal forecasting. In California,
the increased flexibility accounts for 13.1 % savings for the ±6 hour
window and 33.7 % for the ±8 hour window under forecasts with er-
ror. The impact of errors is less significant here; optimal forecasting
only improves these results by 1-1.5 percentage points.

5.1.3 Discussion. The results are consistent with our analysis on
the shifting potential at different times of the day, see Figure 7. In
France and Great Britain shifting potential is comparably low at
night, because the mean carbon intensity at this time is already
at its minimum. In contrast, in Germany and California, the po-
tential grows significantly once the scheduler has the ability to
shift workloads to the early morning or late evening hours, where
they can benefit from solar energy generated during the day. This
assumption is backed by Figure 9, which shows the number of jobs
that were allocated to certain time slots in different regions.

For California, the case is simple: Scheduling "nightly" jobs to
after sunrise significantly reduces their carbon emissions. Also in
the other regions carbon-aware scheduling can reduce emissions
by more than 10 %. This is not insignificant, given that the proposed
shifting strategy does not have any negative impact on data center
operations. From a service provider perspective, these findings
can influence the design of future service-level agreements (SLAs)
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and, hence, middleware systems that act within their boundraries.
Providing time windows instead of fixed points in time for service
execution appear to be easy-to-implement measures for reducing
the carbon footprint of cloud services.

5.2 Scenario II: Machine Learning Project
The second scenario investigates the impact of different workload
shifting strategies on a large machine learning project comprising
a variety of different jobs. The scenario is based on the energy
consumption statistics published for transparency reasons with a
recent paper by NVIDIA Research introducing the StyleGAN2-ADA
[28] model. The paper has received attention not only for its novelty
in training generative adversarial networks, but also because the
authors required 325MWh of energy in the process of doing their
research, suggesting large potential for carbon savings.

5.2.1 Experimental Setup. The authors of [28] state that 3387 ma-
chine learning jobs were executed for creating the paper, worth
145.76 GPU years. Their jobs usually run on eight GPUs, hence, an
average job takes almost two days. In our scenario we assume that
all jobs are scheduled ad hoc and randomly distributed across all
262 workdays of 2020 by sampling from a multinomial distribution.
Each jobs is assigned a random start time during core working
hours (Monday to Friday, 9 am to 5 pm). Job durations are evenly
distributed between four hours and four days, resulting the same
amount of GPU years as in the original project. Furthermore, we as-
sume that job durations are known upfront accurate to 30 minutes,
which is the simulation step size.

Our baseline experiment starts all jobs right when they are issued.
We evaluate the potential of workload shifting in this scenario based
on two time constraints:

Next Workday If jobs finish during non-working hours, they
can be shifted as long as they finish before the next working
day at 9 am. This allows the scheduler to take advantage
of jobs that would otherwise be finished during the night
or weekend without interfering with the workflow of re-
searchers. In our scenario, this time constraint results in
20.4 % of jobs that are not shiftable because they end during
working hours, 51.2% are shiftable until the next morning
and 28.4 % are shiftable over the weekend.

Semi-Weekly In practice, the individual results are often not
required directly at 9 am the next day, but are evaluated in
larger batches. If the time where results are actually required
will be provided by users, the flexibility window for schedul-
ing and, hence, saving potential can increase substantially.
To represent this circumstance in a simple way, we assume
in this time constraint that machine learning results are eval-
uated only twice a week. Concretely, all jobs can be shifted
until the next Monday or Thursday at 9 am.

Furthermore, we want to investigate the potential benefits of
exploiting incorruptible jobs, like machine learning trainings, by
evaluating two scheduling strategies:

Interrupting The scheduler searches for the individual 30
minute intervals with the lowest carbon intensity and splits
the job execution among these intervals.

Non-Interrupting The scheduler searches for the coherent
time window with the lowest average carbon intensity and
does not split the job execution.

We simulate all combinations of time constraints and scheduling
strategies for each country, with a 5% forecast error as described
in Section 5.1.1.

5.2.2 Results. The carbon savings achieved by the experiments
relative to the respective region’s baseline experiment are depicted
in Figure 10. When considering the Next Workday constraint, the
Non-Interrupting scheduling managed to reduced the project’s
carbon emissions by 2.5% to 6.3%, while the Interrupting sched-
uling achieved reductions of 5.7% to 8.5%. For the Semi-Weekly
constraint, Non-Interrupting scheduling saved 6.1 % to 14.4 % and
Interrupting scheduling 13.3 % to 18.9 % of CO2 emissions.

Experiments that make use of the interruptibility of machine
learning jobs are improving the achieved carbon savings by 24.2 to
36.6 % for Germany, Great Britain, and France, and even by 131.2 %
for California. Figure 11 shows the number of active jobs during
an example period, demonstrating how Interrupting scheduling
better exploits the daily fluctuation in carbon intensity than Non-
Interrupting scheduling.

The additional flexibility enabled by semi-weekly scheduling
causes the carbon savings to at least double across all regions,
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compared to experiments subject to the Next Workday constraint.
Figure 12 depicts how semi-weekly constraint allows the scheduler
to shift even more workload towards the weekend to avoid times of
high carbon intensity. Moreover, also in the Monday to Thursday
period, the emission rates are significantly lower than under the
Next Workday constraint.

Figure 13 displays the effect of 5 % and 10% forecast errors on
the Next Workday constraint scenario. While the savings for Non-
Interrupting scheduling were almost the same independently from
the applied errors, the Non-Interrupting scheduling highly benefits
from low forecast errors. Findings for the Semi-Weekly scenario
were equivalent.

5.2.3 Discussion. The experiments support our findings from Sec-
tion 4: Shifting workloads towards nights and weekends, is a mean-
ingful approach to consume cleaner energy. Even under time con-
straints that are not interfering with regular working hours, carbon
savings of around 5% are possible. With more relaxed time con-
straints, results improve substantially. In practice this could be
implemented by letting users define the date and time until which
results are actually required.
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Figure 13: Influence of different forecast errors on carbon
savings in the Next Workday constraint scenario.

Exploiting the interruptibility of workloads, proved to be an ef-
fective strategy to further reduce emissions. Future PaaS (Platform
as a Service) and middleware systems should consider using snap-
shots not only for fault tolerance and possible evictions, but also
for carbon-aware temporal load shifting. Forecasts with error had
almost no impact on the results of the Non-Interrupting strategy
but considerable impact on Interrupting scheduling. This is because
Non-Interrupting scheduling optimizes for the lowest mean carbon
intensity over entire intervals, and therefore is especially robust
against noise in the forecasts. Interrupting scheduling is more sus-
ceptible to optimize for negative spikes, however, even with 10%
forecast errors, it always outperforms Non-Interrupting scheduling.

To conclude, we observe that experiments exploiting the inter-
ruptibility of jobs at semi-weekly scheduling are themost successful.
Since, according to the data from [28], a job consumes 2036W of
power, in absolute numbers such a scheduling would have reduced
the carbon emissions of the machine learning project by 8.9 t if
executed in Germany and 6.3 t if executed in California or Great
Britain. Although France has a very low mean carbon intensity
already, savings of 1.2 t were achieved. For comparison, the per
capita emissions in Germany and Great Britain in 2019 were 8.4 t
and 5.5 t, respectively [50].

5.3 Limitations
In our experiments, we did not consider any resource constraints,
such as the available computational capacity at a given time. While
this is a reasonable assumption for Scenario I, in Scenario II there
probably was a maximum number of GPUs available to the team.
However, the number of active jobs in the scheduling experiments
did never exceed the maximum number of active jobs of the baseline
experiment by more than 42 % (64 compared to 45), which suggests
that no unrealistic consolidation of workload took place.

Furthermore, forecast errors were simulated by applying uni-
form random noise on the actually observed carbon intensity. In
reality, however, prediction errors are not uniform and also cor-
related. Errors grow with increasing forecast length, as well as
during times with high variability such as daylight hours. Realistic
forecasts may over- or underestimate the actual carbon intensity
for multiple consecutive timestamps when relying, for example,
on faulty weather forecasts. Because of this, the validity of our
forecast error analyses are limited. A more thorough analysis ap-
plying actual forecasts in different regions would be necessary to
answer important questions such as how good a forecast should be
to actually request a rescheduling.

5.4 Implications
This section summarizes implications and recommendations for the
future design of services, schedulers, and middleware that emerge
from our evaluation.

5.4.1 Cloud and Service Providers. To exploit fluctuations in car-
bon intensity, providers should generally encourage users to design
their workloads to be temporally flexible and/or interruptible and
to declare them as such. For example, preemtive VMs (also mar-
keted as Spot VMs/Instances) are already available across many
cloud providers, offering resources at a low cost with the goal to
shape load in a way beneficial to the cloud operator. As carbon
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pricing mechanisms may soon account for a considerable fraction
of electricity costs [4], this approach can also become profitable for
carbon-aware load shaping. However, as carbon intensity charac-
teristics and carbon pricing mechanisms vary highly from region
to region, the usefulness may be limited to certain locations and
has to be re-evaluated on a regular basis.

Besides direct financial incentives, service providers can also
incorporate knowledge about carbon intensity patterns and the
associated costs into their SLA design. For example, providing exe-
cution time windows (e.g. nightly) instead of exact times (e.g. every
day at 1:00 am") for certain services increases the temporal flexi-
bility of workloads and, hence, the carbon saving potential. Again,
the data center’s region plays a major role in the potential savings
and has to be considered.

5.4.2 Schedulers and Middleware. Qualitative forecasts of carbon
intensity and workloads are a core component of any carbon-aware
scheduler. Luckily, short-term carbon intensity forecasts can often
be predicted with high accuracy [7, 33]; the same applies to many
data center workloads, for example, in the domain of distributed
stream processing [23]. Besides, our research shows that the perfor-
mance of carbon-aware schedulers highly depends on additional
information about the workloads such as their temporal constraints,
expected duration, and interruptibility.

Middleware will play an important role in providing this in-
formation to schedulers. On the one hand, it can offer interfaces
that allow applications to conveniently declare the temporal con-
straints and further workload properties programatically. On the
other hand, future middleware can also feature automatic detection
mechanisms for certain characteristics. For instance, a middleware
system could profile the time required to stop and restart a work-
load and automatically label it as interruptible or non-interruptible.
Likewise, temporal constraints could be derived by middleware
systems that, for example, know the dependency graph of tasks.

6 RELATEDWORK
This section surveys related work in the field of renewable-aware
workload scheduling, temporal workload shifting in the context of
data center demand response, and grid carbon intensity forecasting.

6.1 Renewable-Aware Scheduling
Shaping data center load based on the availability of renewable
energy has been a research topic for more than a decade [2, 22, 55,
64], with a large fraction of the literature being from the early 2010s.
However, most methods focus on the integration and utilization of
on-site and off-side renewable energy installations [2, 3, 6, 17, 20,
21, 34, 36, 36, 64, 67] and only few consider the carbon intensity
of energy consumed from the power grid [41, 48, 65, 66]. Many
approaches optimize for green energy by utilizing geo-distributed
load migration, which is especially promising if data centers are
being located in different hemispheres and time zones. Free Lunch
[2] and GreenWare [64] are prominent examples of methods that
reduce the amount of "wasted" renewable energy produced on-site
by distributing workload among data centers, for example by virtual
machine migration based on weather conditions. Other approaches
use geo-distributed workload shifting in order to directly consume
energy with lower carbon intensity [41, 65, 66].

When considering renewable-aware scheduling within single
data centers, the current literature focuses on the integration of
renewable energy sources and does not consider the potential reduc-
tion of carbon intensity on the public grid. For example, Aksanli et
al. [3] schedule workloads by utilizing short term prediction of solar
and wind energy production. GreenSlot [67] schedules batch jobs
that are executed in data centers with access to on-site solar energy
generation by predicting the hourly availability of solar energy two
days in advance. Similarly, further approaches for renewable-aware
schedulers [20, 21, 36] and works that consider the problem from a
modeling [34] or user [17] perspective, do not consider the carbon
intensity of the power grids, neither do related surveys and reviews
[29, 43, 54].

Although Cappiello et al. already identified temporal shifting
as a strategy to reduce emissions in cloud applications in 2015 [9],
the first and only work utilizing this technique to date is Google’s
CICS [48]. They proactively shape compute load based on current
and predicted power grid conditions and achieve power consump-
tion drops of 1-2 % at times with the highest carbon intensity. How-
ever, no information on the impact of CICS in different regions is
provided.

6.2 Demand Response in Data Centers
Demand response and demand-side management describe the ad-
justment of power usage by end-consumers during times when the
power grid is stressed to capacity. The goal of demand response
is to reduce peak electricity demand and, hence, to increase the
stability of the power grid. In practice, this is usually achieved by
providing financial incentives to consumers [15]. From an operators
perspective demand response programs are therefore mainly an
opportunity to reduce costs, not emissions.

Data centers have been identified as a promising industry for
demand response because they consume large amounts of energy
while being flexible due to their automated nature [53]. An in depth
field study of data center demand response by Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratories (LBNL) [19] concludes that postponing com-
putational load is an important demand response strategy next to
load migration, shutting down or idling IT equipment, adjusting
cooling, and adjusting building properties like lighting. Several
works have since investigated this flexibility [5, 30, 31, 58, 61] and
have proposed solutions to exploit it [11–13, 16, 31, 63]. Existing
literature also considers demand response in conjunction with local
power generation [37] or focuses on directly forecasting energy
flexibility [59].

Data center demand response is working towards adapting the
power demand profile of data centers. However, current efforts
focus on power grid stability and usually optimize for cost effective-
ness in incentive-based or price-based scenarios. Contrarily, our
aim is to evaluate the potential of temporal workload shifting in
regards to carbon savings.

6.3 Carbon Intensity Forecasts
In recent years, it has become increasingly popular to utilize carbon
intensity forecasts to adaptively control power usage, for example
in residential heating [45, 46, 60] or smart charging battery elec-
tric vehicles [26]. However, while there are plenty of long-term
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forecasting models on CO2 emissions of countries or industrial
sectors, comparably little research exists on predicting short-term
grid carbon intensity.

The most prominent supplier of carbon intensity data is Tomor-
row’s electricityMap that also provides the data for CICS. While
their methodologies on real-time consumption-based carbon ac-
counting [57] as well as short-term carbon intensity forecasting for
average and marginal emissions [33] are publicly available, their
data is only to a certain degree. An open carbon intensity forecast
is provided by the National Grid ESO [8], a power grid operator
in Great Britain. Their so called Carbon Intensity API provides
96 hour forecasts for different regions in Great Britain based on a
rolling-window linear regression model and uses a methodology for
computing carbon intensity that is similar to ours. However, their
forecasting model is not open source and relies on non-publicly
available weather data, meaning it cannot be transferred to other
regions. Lowry [38] uses autoregressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) and neural network models for day-ahead forecasting of
grid carbon intensity in order to control heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning systems. Lastly, Bodke et al. [7] use a decomposition
approach and forecast the grid carbon intensity of regions within
Europe via statistical methods.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper examines the potential of temporally shifting computa-
tional workloads in data centers with the goal to consume cleaner
energy from the public power grid. We provide an overview on
characteristics of shiftable workloads and analyze the regional car-
bon intensity of Germany, California, Great Britain, and France
over the year 2020. Our findings suggest that short-term shifting
potential is often high before sunrise in countries with a lot of solar
power, and in the evening hours, because most countries throttle
their fossil fuel power stations at night. Moreover, shifting delay-
tolerant workloads towards weekends can result in more than 20 %
savings in most regions. The experimental evaluation supports our
analytical findings and demonstrates that the highest savings can be
achieved when relaxing time constraints and actively exploiting the
interruptibility of workloads during scheduling. For example, shift-
ing workloads whose results are not needed by the next working
day can already reduce emissions by over 5 % across all regions.

Future work will address the development and evaluation of
schedulers that take advantage of the findings in this paper. To this
end, we hope that our simulator and published datasets will prove
to be useful tools for exploring new approaches in this domain. In
particular, we want to use them to research on the combination of
temporal and geo-distributed scheduling, which has received little
attention to date.
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